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Revisiting geminate inalterability:
Evidence from Florentine Italian
Christina Villafaña Dalcher, Georgetown University
Abstract
Are geminates “inalterable”? It has been said that geminates resist the phonological
processes affecting singletons: they won’t lenite without degeminating. This paper offers
acoustic evidence contradicting the inalterability theory. Measurements of VOT, constriction
duration, intensity, and voicing indicate 1) underlyingly voiceless geminate stops show
evidence of voicing, and 2) oral geminates show signs of weakening in the form of shortened
VOT and higher intensity. Both occur without degemination -- attesting to the ability of long
consonants to weaken without losing their characteristic length and to the importance of
rigorous laboratory techniques in the development of phonological theory.

1.

Introduction
a. This paper examines the acoustic qualities of geminate/long consonants
undergoing lenition in Gorgia Toscana.
b. ...and addresses a conflict in assertions regarding the behavior of
geminates in the Florentine dialect:
i. Assertion (1)
“At last, the spirantization of long [consonants] to [x˘ T˘ ∏˘],
realizations which are very closed and easily perceived as stops, is
not rare.” (Giannelli and Savoia 1978: 41).
ii. Assertion (2)
“Geminates are immune to this obligatory spirantization.” (Kirchner
1998: 255) and “Geminate stops never undergo voicing or reduction
of oral constriction unless they concomitantly degeminate.”
(Kirchner 2004).

2.

Background
a. Gorgia Toscana is the process by which consonants in intervocalic (or
quasi-intervocalic) position lenite.
i. examples
a. la casa
b. la torta

[lakaza]  [la xaza / lahaza / laaza]
[la tørta]  [la Torta]

‘the house’
‘the cake’

c.

[la pal:a]  [la ∏al:a]

‘the ball’

la palla

ii. details
1.
2.
3.
4.

occurs with both voiced and voiceless stops
subject to various prosodic restrictions
also subject to speech rate/register
varies within Tuscany by region
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b. Do geminate segments also undergo lenition?
i. Giannelli and Savoia claim that geminates weaken to long
fricatives, but offer no acoustic/quantitative data on consonant
behavior in GT.
ii. Kirchner presumes that the spirantized geminates discussed by
G&S are “probably no longer phonetically ‘long’,” but also offers
no quantitative evidence.
c. If geminates do not lenite without degeminating, then we should see
robust relationships between lenition indicators and duration as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

reduced VOT duration should entail reduced constriction duration
increased voicing should entail reduced constriction duration
increased intensity should entail reduced constriction duration
visible signs of lenition in their spectrograms should entail
constriction durations approaching those of singleton segments

d. I present acoustic data from six native speakers of Florentine Italian as
counterevidence to the predictions above:
i. geminates with the shortest VOT durations actually have the
longest constriction durations
ii. there is no significant correlation between increased voicing (as
measured by RPP) and duration of geminates
iii. there IS a significant positive correlation between increased
intensity and increased duration of geminates
iv. most oral geminate stops that exhibit visible patterns of lenition do
not reduce their length to that of singletons
3.

The data
a. variables used as lenition indicators (Lavoie 2001)
i. relative constriction duration (absolute constr. dur / absolute VCV
dur)
ii. relative VOT duration (absolute VOT dur / absolute VCV dur)
iii. relative intensity (mean int of constriction – mean int of utterance)
iv. voicing (relative periodicity power of constriction period)
b. results for geminate segments (bb, dd, gg, pp, tt, kk)

Voiceless
Voiced

N
244
108

Means
Rel constr dur
.34
.33

Rel VOT dur
.10
.04

Rel intensity (dB)
-21.62
-10.15

Rel voicing (RPP)
.75
.90
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c. results for singleton segments (b, d, g, p, t, k)

N
609
325

Voiceless
Voiced
4.

Means
Rel constr dur
.26
.20

Rel VOT dur
.05
.02

Rel intensity (dB)
-14.67
-7.95

Rel voicing (RPP)
.70
.92

Analysis of geminate segments
a. correlations: relative constriction duration x relative VOT duration
i. significant negative correlations:
1. voiceless geminates (rho=-.582, p=.000)
2. voiced geminates (rho=-.196, p=.042)
ii. voiced and voiceless geminate segments with the shortest VOTs
have relative constriction durations generally above .35
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Observation 1: geminate segments with reduced VOT do not exhibit decreased
constriction duration
b. correlations: mean constriction duration x voicing (RPP)
i. significant positive correlation for voiceless segments, n.s. for
voiced segments:
1. voiceless geminates (rho=.204, p=.001)
2. voiced geminates (rho=.137, p=.157
ii. voiceless geminate segments with higher intensities (more lenition)
are generally longer in constriction duration
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voiced oral gemi nates

voiceless oral geminates
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Observation 2: geminate segments with increased voicing do not exhibit decreased
constriction duration
c. correlations: mean constriction duration x mean relative intensity
i. no significant positive or negative correlation
1. voiceless geminates (rho=-.063, p=.326)
2. voiced geminates (rho=.088, p=.365)
ii. neither voiced nor voiceless geminates exhibit shortened durations
as their intensity increases

voiceless oral geminates

voiced oral gemi nates
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Observation 3: geminate segments with increased intensity do exhibit decreased
constriction duration, but the correlation is not statistically significant.

0
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d. constriction duration of geminate segments surfacing as fricatives (2 cases in 352)
i. Example 1a: /gg/ lenites to a fricative with relative oral constriction duration of
.28 –below the mean duration for voiced geminates (.33), but well above the mean
duration for voiced singletons (.20).

ii. Example 1b: /gg/ lenites to a fricative with relative oral constriction duration of
.26 – again, below the mean duration for voiced geminates (.33), but well above
the mean duration for voiced singletons (.20).

Observation 4: in the rare cases where geminates exhibit visible signs of frication, they do
not reduce their constriction duration to that of singletons.
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e. Constriction durations of geminates surfacing as fricated stops (resembling canonical
stops in all ways, except that their constriction period contains some diffused noise not
generally associated with stop closures) or semi-fricatives (tokens that contain two
distinct periods – the first with very low amplitude or waveform activity and a second
with diffused noise resembling VOT – and no visible burst between the two) There are
only 33 cases in 352 (<10%), but of these visibly lenited geminates:
i. 27% have oral constriction durations less than or equal to the mean for singleton
segments
ii. 24% have oral constriction durations somewhere between the means for singleton
and geminate segments.
iii. 49% have oral constriction durations that are greater than or equal to the overall
mean for geminate segments
(n.b. comparisons of duration means are phoneme- and subject-specific)
Observation 5: Half of all geminate segments exhibiting visible signs of lenition maintain
geminate-like constriction durations.
f. What conclusions can we draw from these observations?
i. assuming the following are reliable acoustic indicators of lenition:
1. increased intensity
2. increased voicing
3. reduced VOT
4. visible signs of frication/approximantization in spectrogram
ii. we do NOT see consistent signs of reduced oral constriction duration when
1. intensity rises
2. voicing rises
3. VOT reduces
4. spectrograms exhibit frication/approximantization
5.

Conclusion – a tripartite contribution
a. The sound system of Florentine Italian appears to
i. allow for limited cases of long fricatives, in contrast to assertions that geminates
are categorically immune to lenition, and
ii. offer counterevidence to the generalization that geminates exhibiting quantitative
signs of lenition will always reduce in duration
b. Conflicts such as that between Giannelli & Savoia and Kirchner may best be resolved by
fieldwork and quantitative analysis.
c. Usage of data from Florentine Italian need no longer be limited to the subjective
(although excellent in its breadth) analysis found in G&S 1978.
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